1) Neck
2) Shoulder #206
3) Rack #204
4) Loin #231
5) Leg #233
6) Foreshank #210
7) Breast #209
8) Flask

Ground lamb

DOMESTIC LAMB
Arm Chops
Blade Chops
Shoulder Ribs
Shoulder: Square Cut, Outside B/I, Outside Boneless
Shoulder

Lamb Rack, Rib-Eye Roll - #204E
Frenched Rack of Lamb - #204D
8 Rib Bones, Chined - #204A

DOMESTIC LAMB
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DOMESTIC LAMB

3
Lamb Loin, Short Tenderloin - #232D
Lamb Leg - #233
Lamb Hindsaddle - #230
Lamb Leg, Shank off - #233E
Lamb Loin, Short Tenderloin - #232D

Leg and Shank

Eye Round
Bottom Round
Top Round
Lamb Leg, Hinds Shank - #233F
Boneless Lamb Leg - #233G
**Medallion/Noisette**

Lamb Foreshank - #210

**Foreshank**

**Grinding Material**

Denver Ribs

Lamb Ribs, Breast Bones Off - #209A

Lamb Breast - #209

**Breast**

---

**DOMESTIC LAMB**
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**DOMESTIC LAMB**
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Grinding Material

Lamb Flank Steak

Flank